TRANSPORTATION COMPANY
08:14:04 CUSTOMER REQUEST
A major customer needs to reroute freight to a warehouse on the other side of the city.

08:20:10 Drivers enroute
The supervisor instantly locates his delivery crews via GPS tracking software on
their MOTOTRBO system and quickly notifies them of the route change.

08:22:16 COMMUNICATE HANDS-FREE
The drivers confirm the route change using their XiR M8668 mobile radios with
integrated Bluetooth® and their Operations-Critical Wireless earpieces for safe,
hands-free communication.

08:24:12 DIRECTIONS SENT
Dispatch text messages the address and directions to drivers and confirms the
required route change.

08:28:05 WAREHOUSE ALERTED
The supervisor uses his XiR P8668 radio to confirm all drivers are enroute to the
warehouse.

09:27:22 DELIVERY CONFIRMED
The drivers arrive at the warehouse and use their wireless Bluetooth scanners
to scan packages as they are removed from the vehicle. Delivery is confirmed to
dispatch through their radios as packages are scanned.

MANUFACTURING PLANT
19:47:01 EQUIPMENT FAILURE
A machine in operation suddenly stops. The quality manager is instantly alerted
of the malfunction via automated work ticket software. He easily reads the
message on the five-line color display of his SL Series portable radio.

19:48:04 TEAM ALERTED
The quality manager uses the one-touch button on the side of his radio to pull up his
contacts list and quickly communicates to the maintenance lead on the floor.

19:49:15 RESPONSE INITIATED
Equipped with a rugged XiR P8668 portable and heavy-duty headset, the
maintenance lead receives the communication. Even with the loud noise on the
floor, Intelligent Audio in his radio automatically adjusts the volume to ensure he
can hear the important message clearly.

20:14:28 DOWNTIME MINIMIZED
Equipment is back online. With 12 hour battery life and IMPRES™ technology in
all XPR Series radios, communication is continuous, even with extended shifts.

UTILITY COMPANY/PUBLIC SERVICE
15:30:04 FAST-MOVING STORM
Heavy rain and strong winds topple trees along a local highway, knocking down
power lines and scattering debris all over the road.

15:35:10 DISPERSED MOBILE WORKERS
As calls come in, dispatch locates the crews out in the field with GPS location
tracking.

15:37:12 CREWS NOTIFIED
An emergency notification is sent out via text and a voice call is dispatched to
their large field force over their MOTOTRBO Linked Capacity Plus system.

16:15:26 CREWS ON SITE
Using their XiR P8668 portables and remote speaker microphones with Intelligent
Audio, crews are able to communicate clearly over the noise of chainsaws,
trucks and weather as they tackle debris and repair power lines.

18:20:48 POWER RESTORED
Power is restored and crews log the incident and resolution via their tablet.
The tablet connects wirelessly to the XiR P8668 portable via Bluetooth and
sends the information to dispatch.

REACH EVERYONE, EVERYWHERE
WITH MOTOTRBO SYSTEMS
Want to increase the number of users on your system or extend coverage to another site? Connect workers in
different locations or access voice and data without adding new frequencies? MOTOTRBO has a scalable system
that fits your workforce and your facilities.
CONVENTIONAL SYSTEMS

Linked Capacity Plus

Benefit from the best of two-way radio with digital technology and enjoy
integrated voice and data communication, increased capacity, enhanced
features, exceptional voice quality and extended battery performance.

Expand the capacity and extend the coverage of MOTOTRBO with this
entry-level digital trunking system. It leverages the high capacity of
Capacity Plus, with the wide area coverage capabilities of IP Site Connect,
to keep your staff at various locations connected with an affordable wide
area trunking solution.

IP Site Connect
Use the Internet to extend MOTOTRBO’s voice and data capabilities. Link
up to 15 sites at geographically dispersed locations, create wide-area
coverage or enhance coverage at a single site with physical barriers.

Capacity Plus
Opt for this single site digital trunking system to maximize the capacity of
MOTOTRBO. Use it for a high volume of voice and data communications and
link over a thousand users at a single site without adding new frequencies.

Connect Plus
Keep your mobile workforce connected with this scalable, multi-site digital
trunking system. Queue calls during busy times until an open channel is
available, assign important users priority status when the system is in high
demand, and use a wire-line console for centralized dispatch.
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